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QUESTION 1 
An engineer is working on a Cisco Unity Express system and notices that users that exist on the 
integrated Cisco Unified Communications Manager Express are missing from Cisco Unity 
Express. Which two actions using the GUI resolve this discrepancy? (Choose two) 
 

A. Use the Synchronize system under MWI. 

B. Use the Synchronize task under the User ID field. 

C. Use the Synchronize information under Administration. 

D. Add the missing users manually to Cisco Unity Express. 

E. Import the users using a CSV file. 

 
Answer: BC 
Explanation: 

 
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/voice_ip_comm/unity_exp/rel9_0/online_help/cue_gui/cme
synchcuecme.html 
 
 
QUESTION 2 
A user is using Cisco Jabber as an IM & Presence client.  
Which Cisco Unified Communication Manager contact source can an administrator configure? 
 

A. DHCP 

B. UDS 

C. XMPP 

D. JBOSS 

 
Answer: B 
Explanation: 
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https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/voice_ip_comm/jabber/14_0/cjab_b_planning-guide-cisco-
jabber-14_0/cjab_b_planning-guide-cisco-jabber-129_chapter_0101.html 
 
 
QUESTION 3 
A Cisco Unity Connection System has users imported from the Cisco Unified Communications 
Manager, which in turn is integrated with LDAP. A user has reset the LDAP password and can 
authenticate with the organization's other systems, but cannot authenticate with Cisco Unity 
Connection Web application despite using the same and correct username and password. Which 
cause of this issue is true? 
 

A. The Cisco Unity Connection administrator did not use the Synch Users option. 

B. The user does not have the default web application authentication rile associated in Cisco Unity 
Connection. 

C. The Cisco Unity Connection administrator changed the PIN in Cisco Unity Connection admin for 
the user. 

D. The Cisco Unity Connection administrator forgot to use the Synch Users page, which must be 
performed when Cisco Unified CM is directly integrated to LDAP and Cisco Unity Connection 
imported the users from Cisco Unified Communications MAnager. 

E. The user is locked out of Cisco Unity Connection due to too many incorrect tries. 

 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 4 
When routing a conference, Cisco TMS allocates a random number in the assigned ranges to the 
conference so that back to back meetings are not allocated with the same number or alias unless 
no other number is available. The random number prevents participants from dialing into the 
previous conference. Which two ways are valid Cisco TMS accomplish this process? (Choose 
two) 
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A. Cisco TMS tries to find an unused number or alias on a bridge within a 4 hour window around the 
conference for a new and an edited conference. 

B. Cisco TMS checks for 4-hour window around the conference depending on the Extend 
Conference Mode settings. 

C. Cisco TMS tries to find an unused number or alias on a bridge 6 hours before the start time and 6 
hours after the end time for a new and an edited conference. 

D. If no unused numbers or aliases are available during that time frame. Cisco TMS tries a 3 hour 
window, then 2 hour, 1 hour, 15 minutes and finally settles on a number or alias that is unique for 
the exact duration of the conference. 

E. If no unused numbers or aliases are available during that time frame, Cisco TMS tries a 2hour 
window then 1 hour, 45 minutes, 30 minutes, 15 minutes and finally settles on alias that is unique 
for the exact duration of the conference. 

 
Answer: AE 
Explanation: 
https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/td/docs/telepresence/infrastructure/tms/admin_guide/Cisco-
TMS-Admin-Guide-15-6-1.pdf 
Number Allocation When routing a conference, Cisco TMS allocates a random number in the 
assigned ranges to the conference in the following manner: 1. Cisco TMS tries to find an unused 
number or alias on a bridge within a 4 hour window around the conference (4 hours before the 
start time and 4 hours after the end time) for both new and an edited conference. 2. Cisco TMS 
checks for 4 hour window around the conference irrespective of the Extend Conference Mode 
settings. 3. If there are no unused numbers or aliases during that time frame, Cisco TMS tries a 2 
hour window, then 1 hour, 45 minutes, 30 minutes, 15 minutes, and finally settles on a number or 
alias that is unique for the exact duration of the conference. This is so that back-to-back meetings 
are not allocated with the same number or alias unless no other number is available, so 
participants are not at risk of dialing into the previous conference. For recurrent bookings, Cisco 
TMS uses the same number or alias for all occurrences. When a single instance of a recurrent 
meeting is edited, this single exception occurrence can get a different dial-in number. This also 
applies to bridges behind TelePresence Conductor if variable alias patterns are used. 
 
 
QUESTION 5 
Which statement about Cisco Unity Connection is true? 
 

A. Search spaces are assigned to distribution lists. 

B. Search spaces are assigned to users while partitions are not assigned to users. 

C. Partitions are assigned to routing rules. 

D. The hostname entered during the system installation is part of the default partition name and the 
default search space name. 

 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 6 
Users report that they cannot add new contacts even afer you have set the Maximum contact List 
Size (per user) setng to unlimited in IM & Presence Administraton. Which additonal step must be 
taken to enable this setng? 
 

A. Restart the Cisco Sync Agent 

B. Users must log out of their Cisco Jabber clients. 

C. Reboot all servers in the IM & Presence cluster. 

D. Restart the Cisco XCP Router service. 
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Answer: D 
Explanaton: 
If you are migratng users to IM and Presence Service, Cisco recommends that you set the 
Maximum Contact List Size and Maximum Watchers setngs to Unlimited while importng user 
contact lists. 
This ensures that each migrated user contact list is fully imported. Afer all users have migrated, 
you can reset the Maximum Contact List Size and Maximum Watchers setngs to the preferred 
values. 

 
 
 
QUESTION 7 
An administrator is configuring Cisco Jabber 12.8 to work with Cisco UCM and Cisco IM and 
Presence 12.5 using an encrypted SIP profile. 
Which record should be configured for Jabber to work when logging into the corporate network 
with the domain "domain.com? 
 

A. DNS SRV query _sip._tcp.domain.com 

B. DNS SRV query _cisco-uds._tls.domain.com 

C. DNS SRV query _cisco-uds._tcp.domain.com 

D. DNS SRV query _sip._tls.domain.com 

 
Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 8 
Refer to the exhibit. When troubleshooting an internal Jabber login problem, there is a pop-up 
about a certificate error, and then the login fails The FQDN of Cisco UCM is cucm.ex.com. and 
the FODN of the IM and Presence Server is imp.ex.com. 
Which two actions should be taken to fix this issue? (Choose two.) 
 

 
 

A. Sign the Cisco Untried IM and Presence server certificate with trusted a trusted 
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B. Import the certificate of cucm.ex.com into the Trusted Certificate Authorities on the PC running 
Jabber. 

C. Import the Cisco UCM CallManager certificate into the Trusted Certificate Authorities on the PC 
running Jabber 

D. Sign the Cisco UCM CallManager certificate with a trusted certificate authority. 

E. Sign the Cisco UCM tomcat certificate with a trusted certificate authority. 

 
Answer: BD 
 
 
QUESTION 9 
Refer to the exhibit. Persistent Chat is configured in the Cisco IM and Presence server using 
PostgreSQL as the back-end database. Users report that the Chat Rooms icon is missing from 
their Cisco Jabber clients. Which action should the administrator take to resolve this issue? 
 

 
 

A. Start the Cisco XCP Message Archiver. 

B. Start the Cisco XCP Text Conference Manager. 

C. Restart the Cisco XCP Directory Service 

D. Restart the Cisco XCP XMPP Federation Connection Manager. 

 
Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 10 
The persistent chat feature is configured in a Cisco Jabber deployment that is running Cisco 
Unified IM and Presence 11.5 SU6 Desktop clients are working but mobile clients are not 
displaying persistent chats.  
Which configuration is necessary to enable the Jabber persistent chat feature on mobile devices? 
 

A. while logged into IM and Presence server Administration, go to 'Messaging', then Settings", and 
check the checkbox for the 'Enable persistent chat for mobile" field 

B. add the <Persistent_Chat_Mobile_Enabled>false</Persistent_Chat_Mobile_Enabled> line to the 
Jabber configuration file that is used by all Jabber devices 

C. add the <Persistent_Chat_Enable>true</Persistent_Chat_Enabled> line to the Jabber 
configuration rule that is used by mobile devices 

D. add "Enable_Persistent_Chat'' in the "Cisco Support Field' on the Jabber for mobile device 
configuration page on Cisco UCM 
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Answer: C 
Explanation: 
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/voice_ip_comm/jabber/12_1/cjab_b_parameters-
reference-guide-for-cisco_12_1/cjab_b_parameters-reference-guide-for-
cisco_12_1_chapter_011.html#reference_F9E8D8AC9CC8892A73B8FF2837941EEC 
 
 
QUESTION 11 
An administrator is configuring digital networking between Cisco Unity Connection clusters. What 
are two requirements for the configuration? {Choose two.) end-user credentials 
 

A. IP address/FODN of LDAP server 

B. IP address/FQDN of Cisco UCM servers 

C. system administrator credentials 

D. IP address/FODN of the Cisco Unity Connection servers 

 
Answer: CD 
 
 
QUESTION 12 
Which component of SAML SSO defines the transport mechanism that is used to deliver the 
SAML messages between entities? 
 

A. profiles 

B. metadata 

C. assertions 

D. bindings 

 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 13 
An administrator is configuring call handlers in Cisco Unity Connection. The administrator must 
ensure that internal extensions are restricted so that callers must go through the company 
operator to reach employees, and so that callers hear an error message if they attempt to dial 
extensions directly. Which setting is configured to accomplish this task? 
 

A. Transfer Rules 

B. Caller Input 

C. Greetings 

D. Message Settings 

 
Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 14 
Which statement describes a role of AXL communications in the BLF Plug-in Service of the Cisco 
UAC? 
 

A. The AXL communications allow registered attendants to log in to Cisco UCM and receive calls. 

B. The AXL communications enable Device Resolution Manager to resolve the device statuses of 
operator and system devices. 

C. The AXL communications is required after installation to verify that the specified CTI manager or 
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managers and Cisco UAC versions match. 

D. The AXL communications is required after installation to verify that the specified CTI manager or 
managers and Cisco UCM versions match. 

 
Answer: B 
Explanation: 
Part of the Cisco Unified Attendant Console Advanced BLF Plug-in service known as Device 
Resolution Manager (DRM) uses AXL to communicate with Cisco Unified Communications 
Manager. The AXL communications enable DRM to resolve the BLFs of operator and system 
devices, and to synchronize system devices within the Cisco Unified Communications Manager 
database. 
https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/td/docs/voice_ip_comm/cucmac/cuaca/12_0_4/admin_guide/
CUACA_AG_120402.pdf 
 
 
QUESTION 15 
In Digital Network Cisco Unity Connection clusters, each site transmits and receives messages 
for the recipients based on which protocol? 
 

A. IMAP 

B. SMTP 

C. SIP 

D. SCCP 

 
Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 16 
Refer to the exhibit. An organization is moving from on-premise Exchange to Microsoft Office 365 
for email and calendaring. The administrator would like to maintain meeting presence functionality 
in Jabber clients connected to Cisco IM and Presence after this move. Office 365 certificates 
must be installed to accomplish this. 
Which two trust stores should these certificates be uploaded to on Cisco IM and Presence? 
(Choose two.) 
 

 
 

A. cup-xmpp-trust 

B. xmpp-fed-trust 

C. cup-trust 

D. tomcat-trust 

E. xmpp-trust 

 
Answer: CD 
Explanation: 
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https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/voice_ip_comm/cucm/im_presence/configAdminGuide/10_
5_1/CUP0_BK_CE43108E_00_config-admin-guide-imp-105/CUP0_BK_CE43108E_00_config-
admin-guide-imp-105_chapter_01010.html 
 
 
QUESTION 17 
Users report that they are unable to check voicemail, and an engineer discovers that the 
voicemail system is not routing calls between Cisco Unity Connection and Cisco UCM via SCCP. 
Which action should be taken to resolve this issue? 
 

A. Verify registration of the CTI ports. 

B. Verify OPTIONS Ping in the SIP trunk profile. 

C. Verify voicemail SIP trunk in the route list. 

D. Verify Calling Search Space in the Directory Number setting. 

 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 18 
Which SAML 2.0 profile is supported by Cisco UCM, Cisco Unified IM and Presence, and Unity 
Connection version 10.x and above? 
 

A. single logout 

B. web browser SSO 

C. name identifier management 

D. identity provider discovery 

 
Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 19 
Which SSO authentication method requires no action from the user when the session token times 
out? 
 

A. web form 

B. smart card 

C. external database 

D. local authentication 

 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 20 
An engineer is configuring a remote Cisco IM and Presence Service and needs to ensure that 
users can communicate across clusters in the same domain and receive presence status. Which 
protocol should be used to accomplish this task? 
 

A. XMPP 

B. DNS 

C. LDAP 

D. AXL/SOAP 

 
Answer: A 
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QUESTION 21 
Refer to the exhibit. The associated directory number is configured with Call Forward All to 
voicemail in Cisco UCM. When users call the directory number they hear the opening greeting. 
Which action should be taken to correct this issue? 
 

 
 

A. Modify the rule to a Forward Routing Rule. 

B. Modify the Calling Number to 3005. 

C. Modify the Dialed Number condition from "Equals" to "In". 

D. Modify the Call Forward All to the voicemail pilot. 

 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 22 
An administrator is configuring auto-attendant with basic IVR applications on Cisco Unity Express 
and needs to ensure that a specific telephone number initiates the application.  
Which setting should be configured to accomplish this task? 
 

A. trigger 

B. call control group 

C. script 

D. prompt 

 
Answer: A 
Explanation: 
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https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/voice-unified-communications/unity-express/63897-
cue-custom-scripts-start.html 
 
 
QUESTION 23 
Drag and Drop Question 
 
An engineer is configuring a Jabber client installation switch for a phone system using Cisco UCM 
as the registration server, with a softphone control address of 10.0.1.200. and configuration files 
received from 10.11.20.201 after all previous configurations are cleared. Drag and drop the 
snippets from the bottom of the image onto the blanks in the image to complete this configuration. 
Not all options are used. 
 

 
 
Answer:  
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